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December '09
Welcome to our news page

Announcements:
Unfortunately prices will have
to go up on the 1st of Jan
2010 so we can maintain the
high standards we set ourselves.
Buy vouchers now to take
advantage of lower prices
before Christmas

Brand new weekend
experiences and tailored
experiences announced
Click here to see dates and read
all about the fanastic trips we
have planned

Philip completes the:
Adventure Race World
Championship 2009

 

Fieldfare

News
Guests
Pictures from 21st of May 2009 to 20th October 2009

Guests from our Follow on/Weekend and extended/Tailored
Experiences
Sensational images from most of this years Follow On/Weekend and
Extended/Tailored Wildlife experiences are available for viewing
now. click here

Loch Visions Christmas Vouchers available now - click here to
buy vouchers online

Stories and pictures:

Juicy!

I had decided Roe Deer would be my first project to ease my way
back in to it after the race, but I noticed a few trees bearing fruit
which were covered with Fieldfares. These are truly musical birds,
chirping gentle while stripping the tree of its fruit. It took a couple of
days for the birds to accept the hide, once they had I was treated to
some very close encounters. It was not only fieldfares, redwings,
bullfinches, chaffinches and blackbirds were all a frenzy with the
excitement of all this food at this very lean time of year.

News Flash
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I am back from the adventures in Portugal and now back in the
wildlife groove again. The race was truly spectacular and about the
toughest thing I have ever done, 121 hours racing with only 7 hours
sleep. I have included a few pictures just for interests sake. For the
photographers out there, these were taken on a wee waterproof
compact camera, with a little exposure compensation to the negative.
Modern cameras are great as you really do have a lot you can fiddle
with to get some great shots.
If you fancy seeing more pics: www.arwc2009.com/en
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All wildlife experiences, wildlife photography holidays, wildlife tours, wildlife
photography courses, and wildlife images only feature wild animals in Scotland, no
captive or semi feral animals are used
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